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Condensation and superfluidity

Macroscopic occupation of the ground state

Peaked momentum distribution

Long-range coherence

Absence of viscosity

Existence of quantized vortices

CONDENSATION

SUPERFLUIDITY

Ideal gases

Interacting
Gases in low Dim



Detection - Imaging  
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Lambert-Beer law
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Cornell-Wieman  
(JILA, Boulder, Colorado) 

Optically plugged
magnetic trap

(Quadrupole 
+repulsive laser)

87Rb    23Na

x

E

TOP trap

(Quadrupole
+rotating bias)

x

E, |B|

Ketterle  
(MIT, Boston, Massachussetts)

Laser cooling   à   Evaporative cooling   à  … BEC
First observations:  1995

(à Manuele’s talk)

Proof
of

BEC

Science 269, 198 (1995) PRL 76, 3969 (1995)

Bimodal distribution
after free expansion



Gross-Pitaevskii equation

−
ℏ"

2𝑚𝜵" + 𝑉 𝒓 + 𝑔 𝜓 𝒓, 𝑡 " 𝜓 𝒓, 𝑡 = 𝑖ℏ
𝜕
𝜕𝑡 𝜓 𝒓, 𝑡

Kinetic energy
   External potential
       InteractionsIn 3D…

𝑔 < 0 Attractive interactions
( collapse ) «Bose nova» 

𝑔 > 0 Repulsive interactions
( stable )

BEC of weakly-
interacting particles

𝑔 = 0 No interactions Ideal BEC

7Li 

Tunable interactions
(à Alessandro’s talk)

(à Russell’s talk)

85Rb 

PRL 102, 090402 (2009)

JILA group



Free expansion  

Elongated harmonic trap
Short expansion:
-high optical density
-small features
-hard to distinguish the two components

Long expansion:
-Thermal component tends to n(k) (temperature measurement)
-BEC expansion is domiunated by interactions (Aspect ratio inversion)

23Na

TRENTO group



Condensate fraction

Ψ 𝒓 = 𝑛 𝒓 	𝑒#$%(𝒓)
BEC wave function

Growth of the 
order parameter

Symmetry breaking

𝑁!
𝑁
= 1 −

𝑇
𝑇)

*
	

Cooling across the transition

𝑘𝑇) = 0.94ℏ𝜔	𝑁+/*	

Science 273, 84 (1996)

PRL 77, 4984 (1996)
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Fig. 3 | Sound and spectroscopy measurements on box-trapped gases. a, Sound measurements: (i) low-energy sound modes can be probed by 
perturbing the gas with an external potential and observing the evolution of the resulting density modulations in time and space. Images show examples 
of measurements in a 3D Fermi gas22 (top; here OD shows the modulated density, and ∆OD the variation around the average value) and a 2D Bose 
gas21 (bottom). (ii) top: the sound diffusivity D (seen in the attenuation of the wave) in a low-temperature unitary Fermi gas approaches the universal 
quantum limit, D!≈!ħ/m; the red line indicates Tc, the critical temperature for superfluidity. Bottom: the superfluid phase-space density D

s

 in a 2D Bose 
gas, which was deduced from the measured speeds of first and second sound, undergoes a universal jump from 0 to 4 at the BKT phase transition; 
D

c

 is the critical phase-space density25. The solid blue line is the theoretical prediction, whereas the grey dashed line corresponds to a superfluid 
fraction of 100%. For the error bars, see refs. 22,25. b, Spectroscopy measurements: (i) particle-ejection spectra I(ω) for the unitary 3D Fermi gas66. Rabi 
radiofrequency (rf) spectroscopy was performed on the whole cloud and the differences induced by small changes in T/TF are observable only due to the 
lack of inhomogeneous broadening. Such measurements probe short-range correlations and have also revealed non-Fermi-liquid behaviour in the normal 
unitary gas at T!>!Tc. Here ω is the rf photon angular frequency, λF is the Fermi wavelength, λT is the thermal wavelength. As depicted in the cartoon, the 
gas is prepared in a mixture of states |1〉 and |3〉, and the spectroscopy is performed on the |1〉 to |2〉 transition. (ii) Ramsey radiofrequency spectroscopy 
on a 2D Bose gas was used to determine the two-body contact (C) as a function of D; the shaded region indicates the non-superfluid phase. (iii) Bragg 
spectroscopy was used to measure the excitation spectrum in a strongly interacting 3D Fermi gas, here shown for two values of the interaction parameter 
kFa, where a is the s-wave scattering length29. Panels adapted with permission from: a(i) (top), a(ii) (top), ref.!22, AAAS; a(i) (bottom), ref.!21, APS; a(ii) 
(bottom), ref.!25, Springer Nature Ltd; b(i), ref.!66, APS; b(ii), ref.!69, Springer Nature Ltd. Panel b(iii) courtesy of the authors of ref.!29.
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Fig. 4 | Non-equilibrium phenomena. a, Wave and vortex turbulence. Top: power-law momentum distribution (ñ
k

∝ k

−γ, indicated by the dashed line) in 
a 3D Bose gas driven on a large length scale reveals a wave-turbulence cascade towards smaller length scales20,77. a.u., arbitrary units. Bottom: experiments 
on vortex turbulence in quasi-2D Bose gases showed large-scale vortex clustering, which was observed by probing the density distribution78 (left) and the 
superfluid-velocity field79 (right). b, Critical dynamics: (i) critical slowing down results in non-adiabatic crossing of the BEC transition and the formation 
of domains with different spontaneously chosen condensate phases (indicated by the arrows). (ii) Topological defects form at the domain boundaries; 
here the image shows vortices spontaneously generated in a quench-cooled gas15. (iii) The power-law dependence of the average domain size, ℓ, on the 
quench time, τQ, is in agreement with the Kibble–Zurek theory37. c, Recurrences of phase correlations were observed in a 1D Bose gas31. d, A novel breather 
was seen in a 2D Bose gas; for particular initial density distributions, such as a uniform triangle prepared in a box trap, the cloud evolving in a harmonic 
potential (with trap frequency 1/T) periodically returns to its initial state33. The scale bars in b(ii) and d correspond to 10!µm. Panels adapted with 
permission from: a (top), ref.!20, Springer Nature Ltd; a (bottom left), ref.!78, AAAS; a (bottom right), ref. 79, AAAS; b(ii), ref.!15, Springer Nature Ltd; b(iii), 
ref.!37, AAAS; c, ref.!31, AAAS; d, ref.!33 under a Creative Commons License CC BY 4.0.
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Condensate formation

Local choice of the order parameter

BEC: second order phase transition
(symmetry breaking)

Kibble-Zurek mechanism

Formation of domains
Power-law scaling between 
domain size and cooling rate

Ψ 𝒓 = 𝑛 𝒓 	𝑒#$%(𝒓)

Symmetry breaking

7

FIG. 4. Relaxation dynamics of the order parameter fluctu-
ations. (a) Pictures of the BEC component as a function of
the universal timescale of the condensate growth. (b) The
residuals between the OD shown in (a) and the average OD
at the same universal time, normalized by the number of
atoms N0, are larger shortly after the BEC formation and
then decay when the turbulence relaxes to the smooth equi-
librium state. (a-b) and (c-d) correspond to evaporation rates
of q = 50 kHz/s and q = 300 kHz/s, respectively.

through the direct detection and counting of the gener-
ated quantized vortices.

Temperature quenches across the BEC critical point
can also introduce strong phase fluctuations. The gener-
ated turbulent regime typically relaxes toward the BEC
ground state, sometimes leaving isolated topological ex-
citations, such as vortices in flat systems [36, 55] or trans-
verse solitonic vortices in elongated ones [56–58]. These
defects, can be clearly observed on timescales of at least a
few hundred of ms and were used in previous experiments
to investigate the power-law scaling associated with the
Kibble-Zurek mechanism [26, 35, 36]. Here, we focus on
the observation of the early-time turbulent phase gener-
ated by rapid cooling, and identify its typical relaxation
timescale.

In order to study the fluctuations of the order parame-
ter, we image the gas after TOF and subtract the thermal
component resulting from the Bose function fit on the

outer region. Figure 4 shows the optical density (OD) of
the sole condensate component of gases released at dif-
ferent times shortly after the onset of condensation and
during the BEC growth. The time frame is the universal
one for the condensate growth, found in Section III B.
The upper [Fig. 4(a)] and lower [Fig. 4(c)] datasets refer
to a low and high evaporation rate, respectively. Den-
sity ripples, similar to the ones observed in expanded 1D
systems in Ref. [42], are clearly visible. The di↵erence,
here, is that they are caused by the in-situ turbulent
phase originating from finite-rate cooling.
Each BEC profile is compared to the average over sev-

eral repetitions in the same experimental conditions. Fig-
ure 4(b) and Fig. 4(d) show the residuals corresponding
to the images in panels (a) and (c). In the early stages
after the appearance of the BEC, a large amount of fluc-
tuations is present, both at large and small scale. We
observe that for the higher evaporation rates there is a
larger amount of fluctuations, which gradually decay on
a longer universal time scale compared to the lower evap-
oration rates.
To quantify the amount of spatial fluctuations at each

time, we calculate the root-mean-squared deviation of the
ODs, integrated over the whole image and normalized by
the integrated average OD. Figure 5(a) shows the amount
of fluctuations as a function of time t�tc for the di↵erent
low evaporation rates and highlights a clear exponential
decay for all of them.
The decay time ⌧2 extracted from an exponential fit

is shown in Fig. 5(b) as a function of ⌧Q. The linear
fit to ⌧2 in the log-log scale corresponds to a power-law

dependence as ⌧2 / ⌧0.63(5)Q . This clearly di↵ers from the
linear dependence of the BEC formation time ⌧1 obtained
in Section III [as shown in Fig. 5(b)] and indicates that
the relaxation time of the turbulence depends on ⌧Q in a
nontrivial way.
Table II summarizes the parameters extracted from the

analysis reported in this manuscript for all the combina-
tions of atom number and evaporation rates explored.
Note that the large atom number is particularly impor-
tant for carefully studying the turbulence dynamics in
the condensate. Indeed, the atom number we refer to as
“low” is still larger than typical condensate atom num-
bers in the literature.
We repeated a similar analysis for the high evaporation

rates (q � 400 kHz/s), where the growth of the conden-
sate and the decay of the fluctuations occur after the end
of the evaporation ramp. In this case, we obtained that
the decay time ⌧2 is fairly constant and on the order of
100ms, as shown in Fig. 6. This value is similar to the
latency time, suggesting also here a connection with the
collisional rate within the cloud.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, by cooling a harmonically trapped
bosonic gas across the critical temperature for conden-
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through the direct detection and counting of the gener-
ated quantized vortices.
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tions of atom number and evaporation rates explored.
Note that the large atom number is particularly impor-
tant for carefully studying the turbulence dynamics in
the condensate. Indeed, the atom number we refer to as
“low” is still larger than typical condensate atom num-
bers in the literature.
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PRA 105, 033316 (2022) Nat.Phys. 9, 656 (2013)

Nat.Phys. 17, 1334 (2021)



Long-range coherence

𝑝 = 𝑚𝑣 =
ℎ
𝜆

𝑚
𝑑
𝑡 =

ℎ
𝜆

𝑑

Proof
of

BEC

Opt.Expr. 2, 299 (1998)

Science 275, 637 (1997)



Long-range coherence

Atom laser
Magnetic trap

Temperature effects on laser coherenceCW pulsed Interaction 
effects

Interference between two CW coherent sources

Proof
of

BEC

PRL 82, 3008 (1999) PRL 78, 582 (1997) Nature 403,  6766 (2000)

z
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Ground state

Gross-Pitaevskii equation
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Collective MODES
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Solitons
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FIG. 2: Figure 2 — Dark soliton oscillations in a
trapped BEC. a A set of absorption images showing the
soliton position at various times after phase imprinting. The
soliton propagates to the right and is reflected o↵ the edge
of the condensate after t ⇡ 80 ms. The corresponding evo-
lution time for each image is given in units of the oscillation
period T . b Results of a numerical calculation solving the 1D
Gross-Pitaevski equation corresponding to our parameters in
units of T are presented. Experimentally observed features
like density modulations caused by a density wave on the left
side of the condensate as well as the development of a tiny
second soliton are reproduced. c Axial positions of the soli-
ton (•) with respect to the center of mass and normalized
to the width of the condensate. The oscillation frequency is
⌦ = 2⇡⇥(3.8±0.1)Hz. The positition of a second tiny soliton
(•) as well as a sinusoidal fit ( ) to the position of the soli-
ton are shown. Each data point was obtained from a di↵erent
experimental run. The scatter is due to small fluctuations in
the preparation process. Errors in extracting the solitons po-
sition from the individual images are typically less than 0.02
and therefore not plotted.

Δ𝜑 =
𝑈	Δ𝑡
ℏ

Soliton dynamics

Localized solitary wave
Stable solution of the 1D GPE
Balance between nonlinearity and dispersion

Dark soliton Grey soliton

Phase imprinting

Slow solitons:   (deep, narrow, p phase jump)

Fast solitons:    (small depletion, wide, small Df)

PRL 83, 5198 (1999)

Nat.Phys. 4, 496 (2008)

v = 0 v ≠ 0



Quantized vortices

Singlevaluedness of the wavefuncton   à  phase windings of n2p on a closed line

𝒗 =
ℏ
𝑚 	𝜵𝜑

Γ = ∮𝒗. 𝒅𝒍 = 2𝜋	𝑙	 ℏ
/
	

Quantization of the circulation

𝑣 =
𝑙	ℎ
2𝜋	𝑚

1
𝑟

𝜑(x,y) 𝑛(x,y)

à Density depletion 
     at the vortex core 𝒗(x,y)

Ψ 𝒓 = 𝑛 𝒓 	𝑒#$%(𝒓)



Quantized vortices

Increasing the total angular momentum

Multiply quantized vortices are not stable à  decay into separated singly quantized vortices

Fast rotation:  Abrikosov lattice

𝑛0 = 2Ω𝑚/ℎ

Analogy SUPERFLUIDS - SUPERCONDUCTORS:

- Neutral atoms     +    rotation  ( L . W )
- Charged particles + magnetic field ( S . B )



Quantized vortices – ROTATION

Deform symmetric potential
Rotating the deformation
excites surface modes that let 
vortices enter from the outside

Resonance					𝜔	/ 2
Max		rotation					𝜔

Large L, all vortices with the same sign

Proof
of SF

PRL 84, 806 (2000)

Science 292, 476 (2001)

PRL 84, 806 (2000)

JILA group



Quantized vortices – IMPRINTING

Phase mask
- Critical phase jump
- Low definition at the core

Well definite L

Laguerre-Gauss beam

PRA 97, 043615 (2018)

PRL 110, 025301 (2013)

PRX 12, 041037 (2022)



Quantized vortices – MECHANICAL TURBULENCE
No net angular momentum

PRA 90, 063627 (2014)



Quantized vortices – KIBBLE-ZUREK TURBULENCE
No net angular momentum

Defect 
number

Kibble-Zurek mechanism

Nat.Phys. 9, 656 (2013)

PRL 113, 135302 (2014)Commun.Phys. 1, 24 (2018)



Experiments in Trento

Master and PhD positions available.
If you’re interested… let me know!

https://bec.science.unitn.it

Gabriele Ferrari
 Alessandro Zenesini

Riccardo Cominotti

Chiara Rogora

µ-shield

Na

Theory collaborators in Trento:

Alessio Recati
Iacopo Carusotto
Anna Berti
Franco Dalfovo 
Sandro Stringari

Experimental team:

https://bec.science.unitn.it/


Experiments in Trento https://bec.science.unitn.it

PRL 125, 030401 (2020)

Nat. Phys. 17, 1359 (2021) PRL 128, 210401 (2022)

Main Topic:    Spin mixtures

- Observation of magnetic solitons
- Spin dynamics in coherently-coupled mixtures
- Spin Faraday waves 
- Simulation of para-ferromagnetic QPT

PRX 13, 021037 (2023)

https://bec.science.unitn.it/

